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Presenter – John Van Alst

• Joined NCLC in 2006 as a Staff Attorney at the 
Center’s Washington, DC Office.

• At NCLC John specializes in issues related to car 
sales and finance.

• Prior to joining NCLC John work for seven years 

as an Attorney with Legal Aid of North Carolina.



Presenter – Tom Domonoske

• In 2009 he moved to his current position as Of Counsel to 
the Legal Aid Justice Center, based out of Charlottesville, 

Virginia. His primary emphasis is on using the civil justice 

system to remedy credit-related frauds, particularly 

regarding lending related to automobiles and homes.  

• He has published many articles on several aspects of 

consumer law in various professional publications. 

• In the past twelve years he has given over 110 consumer 
law trainings at various events around the country and 

regularly trains JAG lawyers for the United States military.  



Presenter – Andrew A. Ault

• During his second summer of law school he interned with 

Indiana Legal Services’ Migrant Farmworker Law Center.  

• He spent his last year of Law School at Indiana University 

School of Law, Indianapolis, where he founded the 

Immigration Law Society and served as its president.  As 

President he organized educational events to promote 

immigration reform and encourage and support those 
students who were interested in pursuing a career in 

immigration law. 

• After passing the bar and serving for a time as a Deputy 
Prosecutor, he joined Indiana Legal Services in May of 

2008.  He focuses on consumer auto fraud, mortgage 

foreclosure defense, and family law. 
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• How this works or doesn’t work in real life

– Andrew A. Ault

– Questions

• Legal framework

– Tom Domonoske

– Questions



Contact Information

• John W. Van Alst- National Consumer Law 
Center

– jvanalst@nclc.org

• Tom Domonoske - Of Counsel to the Legal 
Aid Justice Center

– tomdomonoske@earthlink.net

• Andrew A. Ault - Indiana Legal Services

– andrew.ault@ilsi.net



For more information

• To subscribe to the listserv of those interested 

in Cars and Working Families just go to: 

http://lists.nclc.org/subscribe/ and check the 

Auto Ownership, Finance, and Policy list

• Visit the following website:
– National Consumer Law Center’s Auto Page:

• http://www.workingcarsforworkingfamilies.org



For More Information on

Understanding Yo-Yo Sales and 

Protections for Car Buyers

Visit 

www.consumerlaw.org

See the Third Edition & 

Supplement of the 

Definitive Treatise 

from National Consumer
Law Center



Spot Delivery and Yo-Yo Sales



Conditional Sale?
� Most consumers rightly believe that once you make a 

down payment on a car, trade in a vehicle, sign all of the 
documents, and drive off the car dealer's lot, the deal is 
complete.  

� Car dealers, on the other hand, despite making every effort 
to make the consumer believe that the deal is complete, 
are still waiting for final approval on outside financing.

� Car Dealers NEVER intend to finance the vehicle 
themselves.  The phrase “Buy Here Pay Here” is misleading 
because the dealer has no intention of financing the 
vehicle.  The dealer’s primary excuse:  “We’re not banks!”



Conditional Sale?
� The Contract that the dealer signs with the consumer 

is to be sold to an outside finance company.  That 
finance company could be located anywhere in the 
world.  

� The dealer makes substantially more money selling 
the financing contract than it does on the sale price of 
the car, and the dealer has specific goals on the 
amount of money that it wants to make in selling the 
consumer’s contract to the outside finance company.



Conditional Sale?
� So in the dealer’s incorrect view, and even after the 

dealer signing the credit contract, the deal is still 
conditional upon whether the dealer can sell the 
contract for a profit big enough to satisfy the dealer.

� So what happens if the dealer cannot transfer his 
credit contract for the desired profit?

� There are several different actions that the dealer can 
take at this point, but to understand what happens 
next, it is critical to understand that at this point, the 
consumer has almost always signed something called 
a “spot delivery” form.



“Spot Delivery”
� Spot delivery forms are signed after the dealer agrees 

unconditionally and in writing to finance the purchase of the 
car himself - think “Buy Here Pay Here.”

� The dealer uses spot delivery forms to keep the buyer off the 
market and to deliver the vehicle to the customer “on the spot”
before getting final approval for outside financing.

� The Spot delivery form, however, directly contradicts the credit 
contract by stating that the sale is conditional, and that if the 
dealer can’t sell the contract for enough of a profit, or for any 
other reason, the dealer retains the right to repossess the 
vehicle at the customer’s expense, and depending on how it is 
worded, it also provides that the customer FORFEITS his down 
payment and also any trade-in, oftentimes through exorbitant 
day, mileage, and repossession fees.



“Spot Delivery”
� The dealer gets the customer to sign the spot delivery 

form by making misleading and fraudulent 
statements to the buyer such as “You’re approved”
and “It’s a done deal,” and the dealer might even  
show the customer a “fully approved” computer 
screen with for an outside finance company.

� The consumer is intentionally led to believe that the 
deal is done, BUT, the dealer says, there are several 
other forms to sign, including the spot delivery form.



“Spot Delivery”
� The Spot Delivery document, in whatever form it 

takes, is fraudulently presented as a formality or as 
otherwise insignificant.

� The consumer has been led to believe that the “Deal is 
done” and that “congratulations are in order.” So the 
consumer is not worried about signing anything else, 
especially since the dealer is saying and indicating 
that the sale is complete and that the other forms are 
not important.



Yo-Yo Sales
� If the dealer is able to sell his credit contract on terms that 

he deems favorable enough to him, the customer never 
finds out the fact that the dealer never intended to finance 
the vehicle.  The customer never knows that he was lied to 
in regards to the “done deal”, because the dealer 
eventually successfully sold the contract for a profit 
acceptable to the dealer.

� However, if the dealer cannot make the profit he wishes 
to, or if the dealer simply wants to steal the customer’s 
down payment money and/or trade-in and sell the same 
car again, there are any number of means that the dealer 
employs to regain possession of the car, in order to 
increase the dealer’s profit margin at the customer’s 
expense.    



Yo-Yo Scenario One
� Gordon Dealer sells a used Jaguar to Richard.  Gordon and 

Richard sign a credit contract, and Richard pays $3,000 
down.  Gordon stated to Richard that he was “approved 
for the loan” through American Lenders.  Richard drives 
home with his Jaguar.

� About one week later, Gordon calls Richard and tells him 
to bring the car back because American Lenders “had a 
problem with his loan.”

� Richard calls American Lenders, and American Lenders 
has no problem with the loan, it just needs the documents 
that Richard had given to Gordon to be submitted for final 
approval of financing.  Gordon had not provided the 
documents to American Lenders.



Yo-Yo Scenario One
� Richard calls Gordon and tells Gordon that he needs to 

provide the documents to American Lenders, but that 
Richard had just contacted American Lenders and there 
was otherwise no problem at all with his outside 
financing.

� Gordon says that he needs to bring the car back and 
begins to threaten police action.  

� Richard refuses to bring the car back because his first 
payment is not yet due, and there is no problem with his 
lender other than the fact the Gordon needs to forward 
the documents that Richard had provided to Gordon.



Yo-Yo Scenario One
� Gordon hires someone to repossess Richard’s car 

while Richard is away, leaving Richard without 
transportation and without his $3,000.00 down 
payment, a part of which Richard financed and will 
have to pay back with interest.  Gordon refuses to 
return any of the money that Richard paid for the 
down payment.



Yo-Yo Scenario Two
� Jim Dealer signs an 8% credit contract with Randy for the  

purchase of a late model Ford truck.  Randy pays $2,500 in 
cash as a down payment.  Jim cannot sell the credit 
contract for the profit that he wants, so he calls Randy 
back and tells him to bring back the car because 
“financing fell through.” The dealer states to Randy that 
Randy has to come back to the dealership to try and “find 
a deal that works.”

� Randy is very upset because he was told that he was 
already financed, but he nevertheless brings back the Ford 
truck to the dealership to respond to what he was told by 
Jim.     



Yo-Yo Scenario Two
� Once Jim has Randy at the dealership, he tells Randy 

that he has two options, he can either sign a new 
credit contract for 12%, or he can look for a cheaper 
vehicle.

� Randy reluctantly signs the 12% contract because he 
was told that he could not keep the Ford Truck if he 
did not.  The extra 4% will cost Randy several 
thousand dollars more over the life of the loan.

� The dealer actually was able to sell the contract at 8%, 
but at no finance profit to the dealer.  The extra 4% 
goes directly into the dealer’s pocket as a sales 
commission.



Yo-Yo Scenario Three
� Brianna buys a used new Jeep from Jeremy Dealer.  

Brianna pays $9,000.00 down and signs a credit 
contract with Jeremy.  The interest rate is 15% and she 
has to pay $330.00 a month.  

� After Jeremy and Brianna sign the credit contract, 
Jeremy congratulates Brianna on her purchase, and 
tells her that there are just a few more papers to sign.  
Jeremy gives Brianna a Spot Delivery form to sign, 
stating that it’s just a necessary part of the deal, to not 
worry about it, and that it just means that Jeremy can 
give Brianna the Jeep today.



Yo-Yo Scenario Three
� Brianna, being led to believe that the car is already 

hers, heartily agrees that she wants the car today, and 
she signs the spot delivery form.

� One week later, Jeremy calls Brianna and tells her that 
the outside finance company rejected her application, 
but that Jeremy would look for other companies to 
finance her.

� Brianna asks if she should pay the dealer directly on 
her first payment date.  Jeremy says, “No, we need to 
get you financed.  Keep your payments until we can 
get you financed.



Yo-Yo Scenario Three
� Over the next two to three months, Brianna drives her 

vehicle, but the dealership never “gets her financed” with 
an outside lender.  Brianna calls regularly to follow up 
with this, but the dealer never has any answers, and she 
always feels like the dealer isn’t really trying, and that 
she’s just getting the run-around.

� Finally, after almost three months, Brianna drives to the 
dealership and demands that she be financed because she 
is tired of calling and not getting anywhere.  The dealer 
asks for her keys and states that he needs the keys in order 
to get in her application for a new deal.



Yo-Yo Scenario Three
� Brianna hands over her keys and waits in the lobby while 

the dealer rep retreats into an office, presumably to get 
Brianna financed.  

� Brianna waits for 20 minutes, and then checks with the 
receptionist to see what is going on.  She is informed that 
they are still trying to get a deal.

� One hour later, Brianna is fed up.  She asks to speak with 
the dealer rep immediately.  The dealer rep informs 
Brianna that they could not finance her, and that she will 
not be getting her keys back.  She demands a refund of the 
$9,000.00 she paid, but the dealer rep refused to return 
anything, stating, “You’ll have to file in court for that.”

� Brianna needs to call a cab to get a ride home.



Conditional Sale?
� The Dealer makes NO attempt to inform the customer that the dealer 

considers this sale conditional, and that nothing is for sure until the 
dealer sells the dealer’s credit contract for a profit acceptable to the 
dealer.

� In fact, the dealer does just the opposite.  The dealer does everything 
in his power to make the customer rightly believe that the sale is 
complete. The dealer does this because the dealer wants to make sure 
that the customer does not shop around for a better deal somewhere 
else.  This practice is anticompetitive because it takes buyers off of the 
market even though the dealer still wants this sale to be conditional.

� This is a widespread national problem in the dealer business culture.  
Most dealers actually believe that this is an acceptable business 
practice, and that it is their right to yo-yo a car when they can not 
make the profit they want on the credit contract transfer



Conditional Sale?
� In Indiana, where I practice, there is no specific law 

against this.  We do have an Unfair and Deceptive Sales 
Practices Act, which many states do, but it is relatively 
weak, and it is not specific enough to stop this fraudulent 
practice common among dealers.

� There is no federal regulation or law that stops this 
practice.

� Some dealers intentionally commit fraud for the purpose 
of stealing down payments.  Others do actually encounter 
problems in the transfer of the contract and fail to 
recognize that the dealership must transfer the credit 
contract or finance the contract itself as the dealer already 
agreed to.
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